
 HEALTHCARE COMPANY 
CASE STUDY

 

Profile: 
This major healthcare company has over 600 locations throughout the United

States including 100 acute care hospitals, dozens of short-stay surgical hospitals,

as well as approximately 500 outpatient centers, including several in the UK.

The company was well over due and desperately needed a state-of-the art

technology and network services refresh to create a more consistent, reliable

and secure data and communications infrastructure. 

DRIVING VALUE
CHALLENGE
Over 60 carriers and 3,200 service
accounts were hard to manage
and services were inconsistent and
costly at many of their locations.
Modernizing their communications
network was desperately in need.
 
SOLUTION
Leveraging the latest cloud
communications technologies
such as Cloud PBX, Cloud Contact
Center, and SD-WAN, this
healthcare leader was digitally
transformed and has built a
disaster recovery plan with added
redundancy and resiliency. 
 

SAVINGS & CONSOLIDATION
The company saved over $3 Million
in its first year, an estimated
savings of over 40% and continues
to benefit from yearly savings. In
addition, the company's call center
is now cloud-based which operates
much more efficiently and
effectively with improved staff
planning, management and
customer engagement. 
 

Increased Reliability & Performance: 
Fully redundant SD-WAN gateways located around the country assures uptime

at their clinics with resiliency and redundancy, and its SD-WAN is monitored

and managed 24/7/365 by a carrier-grade NOC with certified engineers. In

addition telecom services were migrated from more than 50 carriers onto a

single billing platform that tracks all spending and provides optimized

telecom inventory management.

Challenges: 
This healthcare company is experiencing continuous growth, expansion and

success. However, its telecom systems were expensive, aging and relied upon

outdated technology. The company depended on multiple telecom carriers to

provide connectivity across the country, which involved processing and

managing many invoices and contracts. This resulted in inconsistent rates

across the organization, overwhelming vendor management, and lacked a

centralized network monitoring and management process. This major

healthcare provider needed to be able to deploy consistent service to all its

locations seamlessly without interfering with normal business operation, in

addition to wanting to significantly reduce costs.

Solution: 
First, it was determined that the company needed to consolidate its network

services and unify its billing to reduce costs and improve operational

efficiencies. Then it was uncovered that the company would benefit greatly

from increased connectivity and a better network design to its hundreds of

urgent care clinics throughout the U.S. As part of the total solution, a Cloud PBX

system (with IP phones), digitally transformed over 2,000 lines in hundreds of

offices. Additionally, a Cloud Contact Center was deployed to service locations

with high-volume patient calls. Lastly, an integrated Managed SD-WAN system

with 4G backup was installed to optimize bandwidth manageability & reliability.

About Boon Networks: 
Boon Networks is a leading global consulting firm providing integrated digital

communications solutions for a wide range of businesses. Working with over

200 of the top carriers and providers, we converge all communications into a

seamless proprietary network enabling our clients to easily deploy and manage

technology-driven voice, data, wireless and cloud contact center solutions

worldwide. Boon’s extensive experience and customized network designs

boosts business productivity, reduces costs and streamlines operations. 

Visit BoonNetworks.com


